SELLEA
Expert selection of leads by TrimTab
What is SELLEA
SELLEA is an expert system
which delivers target lists
for campaigns that sell retail
banking products
It is based on knowledge
gained from hundreds of actual
campaigns across the CEE region
SELLEA is quick to implement,
requires minimal effort and is
simple to use

For more information visit

www.sellea.com

SELLEA is an Expert System which
immediately selects most likely
buyers among bank’s clients, whilst
utilising minimal IT engagement and
without demanding any analytical
capabilities from the bank.

It was created by TrimTab consulting
team which pooled their expertise
gained through many projects in
banks across Central and Eastern
Europe and distilled the most
successful campaign target building
processes.

Quick Returns
Quick Deployment

Immediate and Easy Usage

Fast time-to-market is achieved
through minimal and purposeful
selection of required input data and
defined set-up procedure; ideally, the
complete system utilises fifty (50)
data-fields, but it is configurable
and functional in accordance to data
which is available (missing fields will
not be used - weights of models that
require the field will be lowered).
SELLEA is implemented at the bank’s
premises, ensuring that no data
leaves the bank.

The system is made to provide
immediate target group selections.
SELLEA is used through two simple
selections: the Sales Objective
(i.e. Credit Cards) and the Quantity
of Leads (i.e. 2,500). There is no
business training required due to very
intuitive design.
SELLEA requires the same data inputs
(one procedure which runs every
month) and periodical updates only in
case that new Sales Objectives have
been added to the system.

» Quick Returns
» Controlled Investments
» Immediate and Easy Usage
» Near-Effortless Maintenance
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Controlled and Affordable
Investments
“…The contribution in overall
sales made by SELLEA
based campaigns was
disproportionally high and
returned more than 20 times
better results in comparison
with our standard sales
process…”
UniCredit Bank Serbia

Pay as You Go

Monthly Subscription

A bank may choose to use and pay for
SELLEA service only as the need arises
by ordering and paying for a specific
number of leads for a particular Sales
Objective.

The monthly subscription option
provides the freedom to utilise
SELLEA without limitation on number
of leads with hardware included.

The fee for this type of usage is €1.15
per lead with discounts available for
bulk purchases.

For more information visit

www.sellea.com

Monthly subscription fee starts at
€2,300 for banks with up to 250,000
clients and incrementally rises as
shown in the table below.
Number
of Clients

Monthly
Subscription Fee*

≤ 250,000

€ 2,300

≤ 500,000

€ 4,600

≤ 1,000,000

€ 6,900

≤ 2,000,000

€ 9,200

≤ 5,000,000

€ 11,500

≤ 10,000,000

€ 13,800

> 10,000,000

€ 16,100

* Complementary hardware usage is subject to 3 monthly subscriptions in the first year and 1
monthly subscription per 6 months thereafter.

“…Based on these test
results, we also deployed
SELLEA selections into actual
commercial campaigns for
products where SELLEA
provided stronger selections
than our own. This enabled
us to confirm the earlier
results in real-life scenarios
and also to capture the
commercial benefit from our
participation in the program.
The performance of SELLEA
leads in actual campaigns
was as impressive as during
the testing period…”
Raiffeisen Bank Serbia

How Different Banks Benefit from
SELLEA
Banks without Analytical Platforms
SELLEA can help such banks in
delivering quality target-lists
without demanding large up-front
investments, major efforts or
development of an analytical unit in
the bank.
Banks who are in the process of
building own Analytical Platforms
SELLEA can help banks which are
involved in building of analytical
platforms by producing the ‘project
outcome’ before the completion of the
project.
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Banks who have recently built own
Analytical Platform
Banks which recently completed
development of own analytical
platforms are now involved in a
new patience-testing exercise - its
utilisation. This usually means that
bank’s analysts are getting to grips
with client data for the first time. The
purpose of SELLEA in such banks is to
supplement analyst’s activities.
Banks with developed and
functional Analytical Platforms
Banks with performing analytical
platforms will use SELLEA to
periodically benchmark the quality
of internally developed selection
methods and models.

